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Portrait photography is some of the most iconic work created by
photographers — so we went out in search of the New Photographic
Portrait. We are thrilled with what we found!

Photographers from across the world and 130 countries shared their
strongest portraiture and our international jury carefully selected a powerful
and diverse group.

The work below showcases the full range of what portraiture has to offer —
environmental portraits, conceptual work, self-portraits, digitally manipulated
images — all within intricate, nuanced series or arresting single images. In
total, we’ve discovered 38 inventive approaches that represent just as many
different ways of looking at the world and looking at each other.

Enjoy!

– Jim Casper, Editor-in-Chief, LensCulture -
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Rolling Stone’s deputy photo
editor Deborah Dragon has
collaborated with a long list of
award-winning photographers
to conceptualize, supervise and
execute hundreds of memorable
photo shoots since she arrived
at the prestigious publication in
2002. She has also worked as a
photo editor and helped dictate
the visual presentation of such
top national publications as
FHM, Entertainment Weekly and
Details. Deborah continues her
fine-art work taking photographs
using handmade pinhole
cameras, exhibiting her work in
numerous shows.

Alexa Becker is the Acquisitions
Editor for photography and art
books for Kehrer Verlag Book
Publisher. Having obtained her
Master’s in Art History from the
University of Heidelberg, she
started her career at Kehrer in
2003, where she is responsible
for selecting and acquiring new
photography-related projects.
Founded in 1995, Kehrer
Verlag in Heidelberg Germany
specializes in books in the fields
of photography, fine arts, and
culture, working together closely
with international artists, authors,
museums and cultural institutions.

The Griffin Museum of
Photography located in
Winchester, outside Boston,
Massachusetts, is a small
nonprofit photography museum
whose mission is to promote an
appreciation of photographic art
and a broader understanding of
its visual, emotional and social
impact. The museum houses 3
galleries and maintains 4 satellite
gallery spaces and several
virtual online galleries as well.
Ms. Tognarelli produces over 60
exhibitions a year at the Griffin
and its surrounding spaces.

Anna Walker Skillman has been
an active participant in the arts
for the last 17 years. In 2003,
she purchased Jackson Fine
Art. She is honored to have
the opportunity to continue
a reputation of excellence in
exhibiting photography by both
emerging and established artists.
With a focus on a blend of 20th
century and contemporary work,
she promises to continue her
commitment to Atlanta as a loyal
member of the community.

Natalie Matutschovsky joined

Established in 2004, The
Magenta Foundation is Canada’s
pioneering non-profit, charitable
arts publishing house. Magenta
was created to organize
promotional opportunities for
artists, in an international context,
through circulated exhibitions
and publications. By cultivating
alliances with like-minded
individuals and organizations,
MaryAnn has developed a
network that enables her to
bring international contemporary
art to Canadian audiences and
Canadian-made contemporary art
to international audiences.

She has a BFA in photography
and lives in New York City.

kehrerverlag.com

magentafoundation.org

Jim Casper is the founding
editor and publisher of
LensCulture, one of the leading
destinations for contemporary
photography from around the
world. As an active member in
the contemporary photography
world, Casper organizes annual
international photography
portfolio review events, curates
arts exhibitions, writes about
photography and culture,
lectures, conducts workshops,
serves as an international
juror and nominator for key
awards, and is an advisor to arts
and education organizations.
He serves on the board of
directors at SPE, the Society for
Photographic Education, the
world’s largest association of
photography educators.

griffinmuseum.org

jacksonfineart.com

TIME in 2010 as associate photo
editor. In addition to contributing
to weekly features and special
packages like the TIME 100 and
an annual roundup of greatperformances portraits, she edits
for the Culture section. Natalie
was formerly at the New Yorker,
where she curated images for the
fiction section.
time.com/photography

rollingstone.com
lensculture.com
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United States
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Netherlands
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Netherlands

Japan

Belgium
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United States

United Kingdom

Fabienne Cresens
Belgium

Fulvio Bugani
Italy

Heiko Tiemann
Germany

Janelle Low
Auatralia

Jess Dugan
United States

Laurence Rasti
Switzerland

Mahmoud Yakut
Egypt

Michael Joseph
United States

Mika Sperling
Germany

Nuria López Torres
Spain

Priya Kambli
United States

Probal Rashid
Bangladesh

SERIES WINNER
FIRST PLACE

On the Shore of Vanishing Island
Ghoramara is an island located on a delta region in West Bengal. Due
to climate change (melting ice in the Himalayas, specifically), the island
is disappearing. In fact, since 1969, it is has shrunk to approximately half
its past size.
Although 2001 Indian census data claims that the island is home to
5,000 people, an actual visit will tell you otherwise. By some estimates,
two-thirds of the population have moved away from the island over the
past few years.
Of the people still living on the island, a huge majority of those who
manage to scrape out a livelihood are farmers and fishermen. In other
words, they depend on the island’s dwindling physical existence for
their survival.

Daesung Lee
France
www.indiphoto.net

Portrait Awards Annual 2015 | Daesung Lee
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South Korean photographer Daesung Lee traveled to the island to

Even outside their community, the future remains uncertain. For

2012 to make these images. While there, he discovered a proud but

example, in conversations with an Indian civil servant, he learned that

increasingly desperate community. Within the community, he said:

over the next two decades, the Indian government could very well

“I could see the traces of a heritage vanishing by the rising tides.

abolish the island. In fact, it has already formulated a plan to evacuate

Exposed roots of plants destroyed by the erosion serve to illustrate

villagers to another island—but this evacuation plan contains no

the absence of foundation in the lives of these people. The sea is

assurances for financial support or compensation.

swallowing up their past while their future remains unknown.”
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In the words of Lee, “the continually receding shore and vanishing
vegetation leave behind a coast of sediment holding an ironic beauty
of its own amid the increasingly barren shores. You could call it a
tragic beauty caused by human hands.
“I situated villagers on the shore and took portraits of them in juxtaposition with the beauty of the vanishing island to make it look unrealistic. But it is a real situation of the people where they live. There will
come a day when these people will have no choice but to move out
of their homeland. One day, this island on which they were born will
only exist in their memories—as an unreal place.”

—Deasung Lee
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SERIES WINNER
SECOND PLACE

Philipp Engelhorn
Hong Kong
www.philippengelhorn.com
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Qingdao Beach
Posing proudly in the early morning light, the swimmers at Qingdao
Beach show off their protective gear. The outfits consist of bright
hoods that cover their entire faces like balaclavas, while the rest of
their bodies are clad in colorful swim gear. From a full bodysuit of
scarlet polka dots, à la Yayoi Kusama, to smart swim-dresses that
wouldn’t look out of place at a dinner party, each swimmer displays a
unique expression of their personality and fashion sense.
Besides stylistic considerations, the quirky swimwear also protects
the individuals from the sun’s harmful rays as well as the area’s giant
stinging jellyfish.

—Philipp Engelhorn
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SERIES WINNER
THIRD PLACE

Ms. Ulmer
Marie Ulmer is a 97-year old artist who I began to represent at Bambi Gallery
in 2007. She has made a piece of art everyday for the last ninety years.
For 35 years, she worked at the Free Library of Philadelphia as a commercial illustrator. During that period, she continued her studio practice
as a fine artist. Her artwork, which spans over eight decades, includes a
wide variety of styles and mediums.
I have been photographing Marie for over five years. Two years ago, we
began discussing the idea of collaborating to create a book including
my photographs of Marie in conjunction with her self-portraits (including
one that she made at age seven!).

—Candace Karch

Candace Karch
United States
www.icantstopchasingyou.com

Fake tattoo. Real fruit.
I asked Marie who her “ideal” man
would be. In her childhood bedroom,
she opened up her college yearbook
and pointed to “Bruce Adams.” She
could not stop smiling.
Opposite Page:
Marie has made a “To Do” list
everyday for the last 60 plus years. It
has never included groceries.
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Marie always wanted to visit someplace tropical.
Marie still makes art everyday at her retirement
community , but some days she can be found
admiring the work in the lounge.
Opposite Page:
On any given day, it’s 85 degrees in Marie’s house.
Her bathroom is like a sauna.
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Clockwise from top left:
She can be much too agreeable sometimes.
Marie’s hairdryer is practically a third of her weight.
She stayed at a Holiday Inn on the beach of Atlantic
City. Once.
Opposite Page:
Ms. Ulmer is counting the days until she can go
home and open up the mail.
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SINGLE IMAGE WINNER
FIRST PLACE

Alexzandria
There is only “now.” The past was now,
yesterday was now, today is now.

Tom Vani
United States
www.tomvani.com
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SINGLE IMAGE WINNER
SECOND PLACE

Band of Brothers
Thanks to a timely micro-loan, Gertrude and her five
sons can focus on growing and developing themselves,
rather than simply surviving.

Linelle Deunk
Netherlands
www.linelledeunk.nl
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SINGLE IMAGE WINNER
THIRD PLACE

Carolina Sanchez-Monge
United States
carolinasanchez-monge.com

Twins
“To me, photography is an art of
observation...I’ve found it has little
to do with the things you see and
everything to do with the way you
see them.” —Elliott Erwitt
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JUROR’S PICK

Juror’s Statement

Behold

Alexa Becker
Editor & Publisher, Kerrer Verlag

Behold is about my fascination with the public image, particularly

“Peter Van Der Heyden’s portraits of extraordinarily
gifted young people simply impressed me. They look
individual in their mise en scène and personal stance,
yet they are linked to each other by the photographer’s
orchestration. They are enigmatic and immediate.”

expectations and confirmation.
I photographed exceptionally talented people in their twenties in their

Opposite Page:
Lucas & Arthur Jussen: best-selling
pianists with a recording contract with
Deutsche Grammophon.
Top:
Thessa Meijer: Film director.

homes, or in a favorite place of their choosing. My goal is to invite the
viewer to think about the personality of the portrayed, to create an image
like a still from a movie that triggers your curiosity about the ending.

—Peter Van Der Heyden

Peter Van Der Heyden
Netherlands
www.petervanderheyden.com
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Opposite page:
Remy van Kesteren: Harpist.
Bart Jansen: Assistant Professor
Floor Sietsma: Researcher, youngest ever PhD
graduate in the Netherlands.
Above:
Jasper de Waal: fashion model, shows in Milan
and Paris, shoots for many of the leading
fashion magazines.
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JUROR’S PICK

Young Man. Langa, South Africa.

Juror’s Statement
Paula Tognarelli
Executive Director, Griffin Museum of Photography

“Trust is not something one can take lightly. It may be
months, sometimes years, to feel trusting of another. In
order to draw out the human spirit from the people she
photographs, Anne Rearick builds bridges over time. I
love that in each of her photographs we get a glimpse of
the soul.“

Anne Rearick
United States
www.annerearick.com

Dream Girl, Sangoma. Malmesbury, South Africa.
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Life After South African Apartheid
My work in South Africa serendipitously grew out of a photographic

Since 2004, I have made more than a dozen trips to the traditionally

exploration of the culture of amateur boxing in the U.S. and abroad.

black townships of Langa, Khayelitsha, Philippi, and Gugulethu. I have

This work led me to the Luyviso Boxing Club in Khayelitsha, a township

photographed in classrooms of overcrowded schools, the emergency

approximately 40 kilometers outside of Cape Town.

room of a government hospital, burgeoning vital churches, precarious

I was taken by the determination and dreams of kids who showed up
each day after school to a well-used community center converted into
a makeshift gym, in bare feet, ready to sweat and to sharpen their jab,
hungering to be contenders. From this inspiring boxing club, my interest

streets and the homes of people who live in these struggling areas. My
pictures are a testament to the enduring spirit of those South Africans
who face endemic violence, extreme economic hardship, and racism
that has not abated, while still maintaining dignity, hope and courage.

grew to include other aspects of daily life in the young democracy of
South Africa.
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Outside the cities frequented by tourists and business travelers,
in vibrant townships, I have found beauty and strength and all the
contradictions of being human in the people I have photographed—a
preacher testifying to his rapt congregation; the loving embrace of
a couple at day’s end; the proud regard of Sindi in her traditional
Xhosa dress; the mournful funeral of a young Sotho man; the shock
of violence laid bare upon on a woman’s face and broken body; the
poetry and grace of a girl dancing on a warm Sunday afternoon.
Above all, I endeavor to portray and celebrate the full lives of my
subjects. I commit to long-term projects, deepening my relationships
to people and place as I return over and over again. In many respects,
I try to stand with my subjects, rather than in front of them.

—Anne Rearick
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JUROR’S PICK

Opposite page:
Nick. First Lieutenant Nicholas
John Vogt, US Army. On November
12, 2011, he was severely injured
by an IED while on a foot-patrol in
Panjwaii, Afghanistan.
This page:
Jerral. Specialist Jerral Hancock
was driving a tank in Iraq. A
roadside bomb pierced the armor,
breaching the interior. It is believed
that Jerral was trapped under the
wreckage for half an hour.
Bobby and Layla.

David Jay
United States
www.davidjayphotography.com
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Juror’s Statement

The Unkown Soldier

Deborah Dragon
Deputy Photo Editor, Rolling Stone Magazine

The Unknown Soldier is a series of large-scale (approximately 5 ft

following their injury. The public is accustomed to seeing soldiers on

across) photographs of our young and severely wounded soldiers

TV running the marathon or swimming in the Paralympics. While this

returning home from war. During the years that the Iraq and

may be true for a few, many of our wounded soldiers are not seen

Afghanistan wars were raging, I knew that I needed to address an

by the public, and are struggling just to get by. The Unknown Soldier

often unseen consequence of our actions. I began photographing

highlights those men and women who are less “seen”.

“David Jay’s THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER is a powerfully
honest look into the harsh toll that war takes on those who
wage it. I was especially taken by the two images of “Nick”
in particular because they instantly gripped me with their
moving depiction of courage, strength – and vulnerability –
in a beautifully artistic manner.”

subjects across the country, in hospitals—Brook Army Medical Center
and Walter Reed Medical Center, among others—and in their homes,
amongst
their
families. In short, I was attempting to capture their life
Bobby and
Layla.
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Ultimately, “The Unknown Soldier” is not about war. It is about many
things. The images can be uncomfortable for the viewer. It forces
us to confront our fears and inhibitions about life, death, sexuality,
sickness, relationships and more. Reality is not always pretty. This is
reality. Let’s address it.
“The Unknown Soldier” presents an opportunity to open a dialogue
about issues we are not necessarily comfortable with—as well as
issues that we are responsible for.
I hope the images transcend the narrow and simplistic confines of

Opposite Page:
Bobby H. Army Staff Sgt. Robert
Henline. Bobby’s transport was
incinerated by a roadside bomb in
Iraq. He was the lone survivor.
Above:
Christian. Marine corporal Christian
Brown was leading his squad on
foot patrol in Helmand Province,
Afghanistan when he stepped on
an improvised explosive device.
Four days prior, under heavy
enemy fire, Christian had carried a
mortally wounded Marine almost
1,000 feet to a hovering helicopter,
an act of bravery for.

“war” and encourage us to examine the way we engage with each
other—both as friends and strangers—on the most basic, day to day
level. It is the sum of these subtle, seemingly innocuous interactions
that will ultimately lead us either to peace or to the continuum and
carnage of war.

—David Jay

Portrait Awards Annual 2015 | David Jay
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Opposite page, clockwise from top:
Marissa. Spc. Marissa Strock was injured when
her vehicle was struck by an IED buried in the
road. She was 20 years old.
Jerral and son. SPC Jerral has two children. His
wife left him upon his return and he now lives
with his mother and raises his children as a
single parent.
Matt. Matt was shot along with five others by
a member of the Afghan National Army. The
bullet severed his femoral artery resulting in the
amputation of his leg.
Joel. Sgt. Joel Tavera, now 26, was injured in
Iraq at age 20. Severely burned, blinded, a leg
lost and over 90 surgeries later, Joel has this
to say about his journey thus far: “Looks are
deceiving...what looks like a half empty glass is
actually three-quarters full.
Above:
Nick. “The only thing that I want to pass on is
this: Losing limbs is like losing a good friend. We
wish we could still be with them, but it wasn’t ‘in
the cards.’ Then we get up, remember the good
times and thank God for whatever we have left.”
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JUROR’S PICK

Bittersweet on Bostwick Lane
In this body of work I am coming to terms with loss. I have lost
both my father and my mother, yet it’s the suicide of my brother
that seeps into my work like a slow forming stain—and has slowly
become the stand-in for the others.
My brother took his own life on his first visit home after severing his
spinal cord in a motorcycle accident. What always comes to mind is
the first few lines of his suicide note:
“I arrived home just about the time the honeysuckle blooms.”
Russell was not the sort of person to notice flowers, so I find it really
beautiful, and achingly sad at how poetic it was for him to stop and

Juror’s Statement
Anna Walker Skillman
Owner/Director, Jackson Fine Art

“Susan Worsham’s series is striking for its exploration
of collective memory. Her juxtaposition of prosaic
objects and intimate portraiture collapse temporality,
resulting in a narrative that could be situated in any
time period and apply to any person. For Susan, this
body of work is exceedingly personal, but considered
after initial viewing, her exposition serves only to
enhance work that is compositionally and technically
powerful in its own right.”

see the beauty around him if only because he knew it would be for
the last time.
The last person to see my brother alive was my oldest neighbor,
Margaret Daniel. It’s fitting, then, that she has now become my
subject and the strongest thread throughout my work.
The first time we sat together to make a portrait, she told me the
story of Russell’s last day.
I made your brother my home-made bread, his favorite...I buttered a
slice and took it up to him, and he called down, ‘Margaret can I have
some more of that bread?’ He finished the whole loaf, and then me
and your mother went for a walk down the lane and when we came
back he had shot himself.

Susan Worsham
United States
www.susanworshamphotography.com

Blood-Stained Mouth.
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Brother and Sister.
Crabapple Grave.
Icing Fingers.
Virginia Persimmon.
Max With Papaya.
Opposite Page:
Margaret’s Azalea through
Section of Cat’s Esophagus.
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Above:
Pollen Knife (Margaret Holding Pollen from
My Mother’s Camellia).

Margaret gracefully weaves stories of buttering my brother’s last slice

My memories become intertwined with hers as I rediscover my

of bread with memories of me as a young girl, wanting to eat her

past through her stories. Together, we’ve created a family album of

Communion.

homemade strawberry jelly on my new white bedspread. She laughs

what was once the intangible landscape of my childhood. The work

as she recalls finding me with fruit all over the bed. Blood and jelly,

encircles itself as our conversations about native flowers, life and

two very different stains.

death become the seeds of my photographs.

Opposite Page:
The Last Jar of Crabapple Jelly That Harrison Ate From Before He Died.

I thread these stories together, of pain and loss and of the sweetness
of childhood memories.
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—Susan Worsham
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JUROR’S PICK

Juror’s Statement
Jim Casper
Editor/Publisher, LensCulture

“Each of the images in the portrait series “Black
Faces” by Marta Azevedo seem to emerge from
total darkness to glow with vibrant silvery intensity.
The sharp contrasts and interplay of light and dark
combine with excellent composition to instantly grab
the viewer’s attention. Each subject comes across in a
unique, stunning and memorably artful manner.”
Above:
Dignity.
A la Cubana

Marta Azevedo

Opposite Page:
Threads.

Brazil
www.martaphotos.com
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Black Face
I was born and raised in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where nearly half of

America as well. Once a year, I came back to Brazil to photograph the

the population is of Afro-descendent. During my childhood, I spent

Afro-Brazilians again.

my summer vacation in the black neighborhood where my father
grew up. His mother and siblings still lived there but my father’s family
were the only white people around.

Opposite Page:
Faceless.
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also provide a sense of the presence of this population that is often
ignored or misrepresented. In my images I try to reflect a sense of the

Because of this, I had the opportunity to experience black culture in

person, the individual who lies beneath the image. My work portrays

many forms: Jongo (an African dance), Umbanda (an Afro-Brazilian

people in a non-traditional way. Generally, the people I work with are

religion) and Samba. I’ve carried these memories and experiences

not models, but regular people that simply wish to be photographed.

through my life.

Exhaustion.

My portraits reflect the value, uniqueness and worthiness of self. They

From an aesthetic perspective, I like the contrasts and textures

The black population in Brazil, as in many other countries, is not ac-

that I get when converting photographs into black and white. The

curately portrayed in books and media. In 2003, I started a personal

conversion of each picture is a different process. It depends on the

project about the African-Brazilian population to portray the beauty

lighting, skin color, hair and the clothing or head dressing. I keep

and culture of these people. By photographing individual faces, I

the pictures as simple as possible so that nothing will distract the

hoped to convey the wide range of attitudes and lifestyles in the

eye from the main idea. I try not to spend too much time in post-

community.

processing because I prefer to achieve most of what I have in mind

In 2004, I moved to United States—but that didn’t stop me. I decided

when I am photographing.

to include the African-Americans and the Africans who lived in
—Marta Azevedo
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Sudanese Beauty (using white clay).

The Clarinet.

The Feather. I was inspired by an
Afro-Brazilian religion (Candomblé) to
make this portrait.

Elegance.

Concentration.
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JUROR’S PICK

Juror’s Statement
MaryAnn Camilleri
Founder, The Magenta Foundation
Director, Flash Forward Festival

“Take an epidemic (the fight against Ebola),
photograph the true heroes (soldiers from the
Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces), and show
the true spirt of the human soul and the deep bond
of brotherhood (these moving photographs from
Paul Shaw) = Pure Brilliance!”

Paul Shaw
United Kingdom
www.paulshawphotography.co.uk
Opposite Page:
Staff Sergeant Kamare.
Sergeant Samuel Komora.
Sergeant S. Dumbuya.
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The Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces
These portraits feature soldiers from the Republic of Sierra Leone
Armed Forces (RSLAF) who are working with British forces and
members of the public in the fight against Ebola.

From left to right:
Staff Sergeant F. B. Kabba.
Sergeant John S. Kabia.
Staff Sergeant Kamara.
WO2 Joseph Korma.

The soldiers are all from the same regiment and are all friends. The
portraits were taken at mid-day with the soldiers pushed back into the
shade with the ambient light producing soft highlights on the face and
giving a catchlight in the eyes. They were taken at a camp in Kono,
Sierra Leone.
The country has been the center of attention for overseas aid since
mid-2014 when an outbreak of Ebola started to spread across the country.
As a soldier myself, I instantly had a bond with these men that most
other photographers simply would not have. Many of these men have
fought in the civil war and are veterans. I wanted to capture this in my
imagery and see the stories told through their eyes.

—Paul Shaw
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RSM Ferenkeh Tarawally.
Sergeant Samai.
Opposite Page:
Sergeant Bobor Blackie.
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JUROR’S PICK

Juror’s Statement
Natalie Matutschovsky
Senior Photo Editor, Time Magazine

In his American Archives series Japanese photographer
Tetsuya Kusu set about to gain a better understanding of
America. He dug deep. His revealing portraits are full of
drama and hint at the personal narratives of his subjects. I look
forward to seeing more from this talented photographer.”

American Archives
Did I really ever “understand” America?
Due to post-war Americanization, Japanese people became familiar
with and adored American culture. However, interest began to gradually
wane as people began recognizing the crumbling reality of the abundant
American life, which resulted from stagnant economic growth.
As a member of the last generation to adore America, I was struck by a
desire to see the real America—so I got in a car and hit the road. There,
in between the vaguely nostalgic scenery I remembered, I found people
who lived commonplace, dull, and unsurprising ordinary lives just like
us. My stereotype of America changed its shape and began manifesting

Tetsuya Kusu
Japan
tetsuya-kusu.com
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itself in front of me with a strange sense of familiarity.

—Tetsuya Kusu
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Waiting to Catch a Glimpse of the Rebbe
A young Orthodox Jewish boy shows his face amidst a sea of black
coats and hats. The group is gathered to see a renowned spiritual
leader, recently arrived from Antwerp.

Andy Aitchison
United Kingdom
www.andrewaitchison.com
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Above:
Oreshkina Anna Alexandrovna served
as a child prisoner at a labor camp.

Komi-Land

Opposite page:
Russian-Germans struggle to maintain
identity and traditional values.

the Komi Republic, Russia during and after WWII. I was drawn to Komi, a region

Numerous lakes, rivers, and waterways
were the main means of transportation
and communication in the early days
of the Republic.

plain, because of its autonomous nature and my interest in the Russian

Komi-Land focuses on a community of forgotten Germans who were exiled to

situated west of the Ural Mountains in the far north of the Russian European

Germans who make up a small amount of the indigenous population.
Germans were exposed not only to national discrimination, but were also
denied many civil rights. Their lives were shaped by various kinds of restrictions
and prohibitions. These special settlers did not have passports, virtually
transforming them into societal outcasts. Many people, including women and
children, served time as prisoners in labor camps, working in coal mines, and

Brian Driscoll

building railway lines and housing.

United States

consolidate. They began to band together in places where they could preserve

brianjdriscoll.com

their national identity, culture, and language. Years later, these Russian Germans

The Russian Germans who wished to remain in the Komi decided to

continue to struggle to maintain their identity and hold on to traditional values,
while younger generations decide integrate into mainstream Russian culture.
—Brian Driscoll
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From top to bottom:
Dima Dmitry, a fourthgeneration Russian-German,
stands for a portrait at his
home in Korotkeros, Russia.
Edward Capyrin wears German
folk costume in Syktyvkar,
Russia. His great-grandmother
was exiled to Komi in 1945.
Maria Yurkina, a fourthgeneration Russian-German
sits for a portrait. Maria’s
grandmother feels Russian, but
speaks German.
Opposite:
Bekk Villi Oskarovich sits in the
Lutheran church after Sunday
mass in Syktyvkar, Russia.
Komi Republic has a
population of roughly 9,000
Germans survivng today.
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A Different Look: Looking Closely at Albinism
Severely lacking melanin pigment, Albinos face a variety of difficulties.
Yet in every deviation, there slumbers a hidden beauty.

Caitlin Sas
Netherlands
www.caitlinsaa.com
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Teens and the Loneliness
of AIDS
A teenage AIDS epidemic is
burgeoning in Sub-Saharan Africa—
but amidst the chilling narratives of
isolation and depression, one finds
extraordinary stories of hope, as

From left to right:
Pricilla Kabusinge. “Two years ago I was
diagnosed as HIV positive. AIDS is not something I know very much about. Most of the
time it is discussed in whispers around my
village. Since I was diagnosed, my aunt has
warned me never to have sex, as men will
not treat me well. Only with the people I live
with do I disclose my HIV status ---that way I
avoid stigma and the sense of shame, which
is very depressing. Counseling has been
exceptionally helpful in managing my sense
of isolation---especially the loneliness.”

individuals fight to pursue their dreams.

Godfrey Miwamanya. Godfrey is an AIDS
orphan; his aunt adopted him. This is typical
for the thousands of children made orphans
from the AIDS pandemic. “My parents
perished from the AIDS virus when I was
only 2 years old. I do not really understand
what AIDS is or how I acquired the disease.
Isolation and the lack of friends is a plague
on me. I feel lonely and don’t know how to
find friends to accept me.

Carol
Allen-Storey
United Kingdom
www.castorey.com
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Scovia Mbambu. Scovia
suffers from the AIDS virus.
She has very little knowledge
of the disease. The only thing
she knows is if she does not
take the drugs, she will die.
Because of stigma, Scovia
never talks about her HIVpositive status. Only at the
clinic, where other children are
infected can she talk freely.

Macleen Kabugho. “I only have one friend,
she is a neighbor, who is also HIV-positive.
There are no other friends. I learned some
time ago if I reveal my status, friends run
away—they make me feel ugly and unhappy.
I didn’t get AIDS because I wanted to; it
happened and I don’t know why. Every day I
have to take drugs to prevent my becoming
ill. No one has ever explained how I got the
virus and if I will ever be cured.”
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Christine Kakyo. “Both my parents are HIV positive. Although I have been on the
anti-retroviral drugs since I was 7, I only recently found out that I had the AIDS
virus and that is why I had to take drugs. As with many women in this region,
my mother birthed at home and therefore had no access to the mother-to-child
prevention therapy. It was our poverty that prevented her from going to the
hospital---my parents didn’t even have money for transport , let alone any fees
from the hospital. The most frightening thing I know about AIDS is that if I don’t
take the drugs, I die! I know if the virus gets into the blood, it begins the process

Portrait Awards Annual 2015 | Carol Allen-Storey

Emmanuel Mugawe. Emmanuel is an innocent AIDS victim. His mother wasn’t
aware during her pregnancy she was HIV-positive, birthed at home and
therefore did not receive the mother-to-child prevention medication. “I have
no friends except a few that I meet at the AIDS clinic where we can be open
with one another. Otherwise we are isolated and the stigma makes me feel sad
because I didn’t get AIDS because I was naughty.”

Jaridah Bwego. “When I was six and an orphan, I was diagnosed HIV-positive.
I have been on the ARV drugs, but they don’t work well. When I take them
regularly, they give me a painful rash, so I stop taking them. Having no friends
makes me feel very lonely and very angry. As soon as any friends find out I
have the HIV/AIDS virus they run away. They think if they are close to me, they
too will get the virus.”

Amza Mbusa. “At the age of 7, I was diagnosed as HIV-positive and started a
course of the ARV drugs. I have been on the drugs for the last 10 years. I am
sexually active with my girlfriend, who is also HIV-positive. We do not have
protected sex because we weren’t warned until now that, even if both partners
are HIV- positive, you still ned to use protection as without it. The disease can
become more virile.
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Corinna Kern
South Africa
www.reportagebygettyimages.com/corinna-kern

Mama Africa: Trans Women in South African
Townships and Rural Areas
Exploring the tension between gender as a fixed social construct
and as a feeling starting from within, this portrait gives an intimate
glimpse into the life of one African transgender woman.
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Daimon Xanthopoulos
Netherlands
www.daimon.nl

Portrait of West Africa’s Secret Societies

Opposite:
Devil dancer from Zigita.

Step into a world of Juju healers and devil dancers, a world where the
influence of secret societies is rampant and a belief in the power of
witchcraft is widespread.

From left to right:
Witch guns use bullets made out of brown sugar and toxic materials that are
invisible to the naked eye.
Soko Bano healer wounds himself during a devil ritual. They perform extreme
acts in order to show their strength in public.
Healer at work.
Secret shrine of the Bongman devil.
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Above:
Mr. Pa Konte, is the high priest of Hemabu, a secret, magical town on the border
between Sierra Leone and Liberia.

From left to right:
Witchcraft hunter. This traditional healer uses magical weapons and clothes to
track and kill witches.
This traditional healer works with 36 devils. His body shakes as he tears the
head of a chicken off the body and lets the blood drip into a bowl of water.
The famous Kamajor initiator and fortune teller Mama Munda stands behind a
magical Kamajor fighter. She is the only female high priest of the Kamajors and
communicates with the Kasella devil through a mirror.
A famous Juju healer and master works by candle light.
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Looking Back to the West
A portrait of “the Hermit Kingdom,” piercing the veil of mutual
misunderstanding to find something human beneath the grandiose
propaganda and widespread misinformation.

David De Vleeschauwer
Belgium
www.classetouriste.com
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Women’s Energy
Very rarely do we stop, look at ourselves, and reflect. By pairing
probing questions with intimate locations, these portraits provide
a glimpse into women’s interior lives and allow us to think about
ourselves in a deeper way.

Eleonora Pecorella
United Kingdom
www.eleonorapecorella.com
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Rising Water
Against the enormity of climate change, the swim cap symbolizes—in all
its absurdity—the vain existential struggle of humankind against nature.

Fabienne Cresens
Belgium
www.picturelle.be
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Above:
Nur after make-up.

Waria
In Indonesia, where 90% of the population are practicing Muslims,

Opposite page:
Nur smoking a cigarette in her kitchen.

openly identifying as transgender becomes even more complex.

Nur relaxing during work.

What does it means to be both Muslim and transgender?

Angel combing her hair.

In Indonesia, transgendered people are known as Waria, a term which
is a combination of two Indonesian words: wanita, which means woman,
and pria, which means man.
Shinta Ratri, the director and the leader of the Muslim Waria in Java,
serves as an inspiration for many young boys who wish to become
women, while simultaneously working as the director of the Qur’anic
school for Muslim transgendered people in Java.
Despite Ratri’s efforts, the Waria community continues to face extreme

Fulvio Bugani

difficulty in presenting their chosen identities to the world.

Italy
www.fotoimage.com
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Above:
Angel posing in her room.
Angel in her solitude.
Opposite:
Kirana in the night.
Shinta Ratri proud to be a Muslim woman.
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Heiko Tiemann
Germany
www.heikotirmann.de

Infliction
Sensitive, conscientious portraits of children with learning disabilities
taken during their transition between childhood and adulthood—
powerful work that transcends the written word.
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Cclockwise from top left:
Obscure.
Untitled.
World.
Untitled.
Opposite:
Untitled.
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Sez & Sarah
Exploring multi-culturalism and identity in Australia through personal
stories and portraiture, each photo presents a different strand of the
country’s young cultural landscape.

Janelle Low
Australia
diannetanzergallery.net.au/Janelle-Low
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Every Breath We Drew
Focusing on masculine energy and drawing from the artist’s queer
experience, this series of intimate portraits examines identity, desire,
and wide-ranging forms of sexuality.

Jess Dugan
United States
www.jessdugan.com
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Opposite:
Untitled. We can see two people in
a floral fabric. One of them, when
he was little, amused himself by
wearing the heels of his mother and
her chador’s blue flower. Each time
he was caught, his parents punished
him because he was required to act
like a man and not like a woman.

There Are No Homosexuals in Iran

Laurence Rasti

In Iran, homosexuality is punishable by death—yet, with courage and

Switzerland

conviction, the people in these portraits choose the truth, even if they

www.laurencerasti.ch
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must keep it obscured in the public eye.
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Kashmir
A nomadic mountain dweller in the Sonamarg region of Kashmir,
whose tough facial features and sharp looks made him blend with
the rugged mountaintops behind.

Mahmoud Yakut
Egypt
www.yakutphoto.com
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Lost and Found
With rough-and-tumble beauty, the bodies and faces of these
hitchhikers offer a visual storybook of their intense, unique lives,

From left to right:
Knuckles.
Sophie.
Spatch.
Puppy.

representing a nomadic family of strangers.

Michael Joseph
United States
www.michaeljosephphotographics.com

Titty Pit.
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Above:
Lauren.
Opposite page,
from left to right:
Irene.
Shameless.
Molly.
Nickles
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Above:
Family of ten in Petrovka in front
of their old house which will be
demolished soon. Petrovka, Omsk
Oblast, Russia, 2014.

Breeda en Sestra: Brothers and Sisters
Since the Mennonites identified as a branch of Christianity in the Holy
Roman Empire of the 16th century, they have faced persecution and
suppression. Since the 18th century, they have been in near constant

Above:
11-year old during hair braiding, right before church
service in Petrovka, Omsk Oblast, Russia, 2014.
Left:
Youngest daughter of eight waiting for lunch. Petrovka,
Omsk Oblast, Russia, 2014.

movement. D
 uring the World Wars, this bitter fate reached its climax,
when much of this Germanic community, which had reached Ukraine,
was deported to Siberia. Today, the Mennonite community is spread
throughout Russia, Germany, and Canada.
Across this diaspora, they are connected by their faith, their culture
and their Low German dialect. My curiosity about their thoughts,

Mika Sperling

wishes, dreams and fears increased my desire to portray them in their
daily life and let them tell their stories through interviews.

Germany
mikasperling.de
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Opposite:
One day before the singer festival. Brother and sister shortly
before the final rehearsal. Petrovka, Omsk Oblast, Russia 2014.
Second wedding of a widower with 12 children. Manitoba,
Canada 2014.
Above, from left to Right:
Brothers share a room. Petrovka, Omsk Oblast, Russia, 2014.
Red-headed boy in Sunday Clothes. Germany, 2015.
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Muxes
In the heart of the rural Mexico, the “muxes” are considered a third
gender within society. Born as boys but raised in female roles, the
muxe sons serve in an essential economic and emotional support
role for women.

Nuria López Torres
Spain
www.nurialopeztorres.com

Muxes: Kazandra with his mother.
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Kitchen Gods
One of my most startling early memories is of finding one of my father’s
painstakingly composed family photographs pierced by my mother. She
cut holes in them so as to completely obliterate her own face while not
harming the image of my sister and myself beside her.
Even as a child, I was aware that this act was quite significant, but what
it meant was beyond my ability to decipher. As an adult, I continue to be
disturbed by these artifacts of my early childhood. Though her incisions
have a violent undertone, as an image-maker, I am aesthetically drawn by
the physical mark—its presence and its careful placement.
—Priya Kambli

Priya Kambli
United States
www.priyakambli.com
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Suruz Ali
There are some 66,000 tuberculosis-related deaths in Bangladesh
each year—indeed, the disease continues to rage across the
developing world as drug-resistant strains become more prevalent.

Probal Rashid
Bangladesh
www.probalrashid.com
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Soraya and Tala, Yarze, Lebanon, 2014.

Above, from left to right:
Caroline and Jeanine, Boston, Massachusetts, 2014.

Unspoken Conversations: Mothers and Daughters

Benedicte and Laeticia, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2014.

Lina and Sarah, Beirut, Lebanon, 2014.

Lauren and Kyra, Concord, Massachusetts, 2015.

Touching, collaborative portraits that speak to the deep unspoken bonds
(and aching uncertainties) that fill the air around all mothers and daughters.

Rania Matar
United States
www.raniamatar.com
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From left to right:
Carla and Anya, Baabdat Lebanon, 2014.
Lauren and Gabby, Wellesley, Massachusetts, 2015.
Deirdre and Sophia, Waban, Massachusetts, 2015.
Opposite page:
Marina and Mikhaela, Brookline, Massachusetts, 2014.
Huguette and Brigitte, Ghazir, Lebanon, 2013.
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Ability
A powerful single portrait that attempts to challenge our established
view on sports—Paralympic sport, specifically.

Rebecca Lee
United Kingdom
www.rebeccaleephotography.co.uk

Ability. Charlotte Henshaw, Paralympian, gets
ready for a training session at Stirling National
Swimming Academy, Scotland.
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Boy with Dead Birds
An unposed portrait taken on a hunt in the
English countryside. In the photographer’s
words, “People shine best when they are in
their own environment and balanced with
objects that represent who they are.”

Rono Stinnett
United Kingdom
www.elrono.photography
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Solar Portraits in Myanmar
Access to electricity has the immediate ability to drastically improve
living conditions. These portraits form a visual diary documenting how
solar panels have transformed daily life for villagers in Myanmar.

Opposite page:
Construction workers dig a
household latrine in Pa Dan
Kho village.

Ruben Salgado Escudero
Myanmar
www.rubensalgado.com
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Left, from top to bottom:
10-year old students do their
homework in a solar-powered after-school community
center near Taman Chan
Village, in Dala Township.
Mg Ko, 20 years old. A Shan
farmer with his cow in Lui
Pan Sone village.
Nyi Min Htut & Cho Cho
Win are married and own a
betel-nut shop powered by
solar light.
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Opposite page:
Village leaders walk through Inn Gaung
village illuminated by a solar panel
energy system.
Daw Mu Nan, 45, a Padaung farmer and
mother of eight at her grandson’s home
in Pa Dan Kho.
Men playing chinlone, Myanmar’s
national sport on a field in Pa Dan Kho.
Above:
U Ku Tha La, 38, head monk at the
Nang Mal Khon Phoe Pyar Monastery.
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Zsófia Pályi
Hungary
www.zsofiapalyi.com

Balaton, the Hungarian Sea
Emerald waters and sapphire skies—Lake Balaton, a former oasis of the
Eastern Bloc, forms the setting for this series of vibrantly colorful portraits.

Opposite page:
The characters look like witnesses or sculptures from a different era.
Above, from left to right:
The lake’s reflective emerald surface serves as a giant mirror of Hungary’s
sky, attracting scores of regional tourists who not so long ago were divided
by the so-called Iron Curtain.
For centuries, landlocked Hungarians, deprived of sea access, have taken to
the beaches of Lake Balaton, the largest lake in Central Europe.
A man swims in Lake Balaton wearing an old wallet, a typical accessory in
the 1970s.
Two children hold toy guns at the lake.
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From left to right:
All subjects are photographed within
the same background of water and
sky, floating in timelessness.
Lake Balaton became a de facto
neutral ground during the Cold
War. Opposite sides of the Iron
Curtain came to congregate through
state-sponsored vacations. For some
East Germans, it even became a
way out.
The lake’s horizonless water is a
reference to Hungary’s desire to
have a sea.
Opposite page:
The water is very shallow, reaching
only ten feet on average. Illusions
unfold—Balaton remains only a lake.
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